
technologr to allow using one smart card to deliver all services delivered
to the one family or individual. But the system suffers from some
difficulties due to the delivery of more than one service belonging to
hlore than one serviee owter having serviee prsviders eaeh. Besides, the
responsibility of rnue than one vEndor to build applicatiors on tIrE sarne

service delivery tool, smart card. Also, the need to build service delivery
application by more than one vendor on the same service delivery unit,
Point Of Sale, POS. this might cause the interchangeabiliry and
interference between services during service delivery, if not managed

appropriately. The above difficulties lead to the need to follow a new
approach to build and evolve the current system. This paper introduces a

new concept for building the FCS, the infroduction of the card
management systenq CMS. The paper introduces the benefits of CMS,
the roles and basic functionalities that are needed to achieve the
management and operation ofthe system more appropriately.
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A (p, q) connected graph is edge-odd graceful graph if their exists an
iniective map f:E{G)?{ 1,3,.. .,Zq-ll so that the induced map

f+:V(G)?{A,1,2,...,(2k-1)} defined by L+ (x}?{f(x,y)ixy?E } (mod 2k)
where the vertex x is incident with other vertex y and k : max {p, q}
makes all the edges distinct and odd. When the graph admits the edge odd
gracefirl labeling, the graph is called edge-odd graceful graph. In this
article, the edge - odd gracefulness ofdirect sum graph and square ofthe
Graph C is obtained.
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This device was dweloped withthe primary aim of helpingblind and

colour blind people perceive colours. It comprises of a colour sensor in a
bracelet configuration which is used to deteot the colour. The colour
information is transmitted to the receiver which will then play the
associated music.
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